Hulme Street Linear Park
1 Threshold
Gateway feature welcomes people into the
park. Artwork and an information board tells
the Hulme Street Linear Park story.
2 Access
Proctors entrance relocated to Jacksons
Crescent. Pedestrian
refuge added to
improve pedestrian safety when crossing
over to reach Hulme Park.
3 Orchard
Located at the entrance to take advantage of
the sun whilst also acting as a living gateway
feature to the Park.
4 Cycle Lane
Provides a quick route that links to the
pedestrian crossing over the Mancunian
Way, whilst making it easier to get to Hulme
Park and beyond.
5 Parking
The end of Hunmanby and Humberstone
road opened up to enable parking at the ends.
Turning circle to be enforced as a no parking
area to permit turning and deliveries.

Option

6 Kitchen Garden and Events Space
Located in the centre of the park. A south facing
timber deck takes advantage of the sunshine,
providing the opportunity for outdoor events and
performances. Moveable picnic tables enable
outdoor dining and meetings but can be stored
away when not in use. Raised planters define
and shelter the space whilst bringing colour and
texture.
7 Workshop Area
Space for making artwork and crafts, can be
tailored to fit the needs of the community.
8 Enterprise Space
Located in a sunny part of the street, at the
entrance to Hulme Street, this space will be
clearly visible to passers by with a steady foot
fall of pedestrians. Possible location for future
community building and enterprise activities.

10 Play Area / Green Gym
Located under the trees, this facility will be
constructed from natural materials (timber
and stone) to have a low visual impact on
the overall appearance of the Park. Material
from the felled tree will be used to construct
obstacles which will engage people of all
ages to use their imagination and agility,
making up games or simply travelling from
one end to the other. Larger area located
away from flats has bark chip surfacing and
takes advantage of increased light levels.
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12 Nature Area

Created to improve local bio-diversity.
Informal area with native species providing
year round interest with minimal maintenance.
The larger shrubs in the corner will help to
reduce the impact of the Mancunian Way. A
mixed hedgerow acts as a “Green Finger”
leading to Espalier planting linking to Hulme
Park which will provide a habitat and food
source for birds and insects.

13 Artwork Beacon

Prime location for a statement artwork where
it will be visible from Mancunian Way. This
artwork will celebrate the Park, acting as a
beacon to spread the story of Hulme Street
Linear Park. Residents and local artists to be
involved.
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11 Mancunian Way
Raised planters provide the opportunity to
grow plants to help create a living screen to
the Mancunian Way, helping to reduce it’s
impact on Hulme Street.

9 Boundaries
Defensible space has been created to give the
Hulme Street flats more privacy. Shade loving
plants will be planted within the space. The
space is enclosed by a hedge / low metal railings
subject to resident’s approval.
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Water butts will also be provided.
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